Please select your adviser based on the track you've declared within the journalism major – or the track you are thinking about pursuing. (To officially declare a major or minor, go to www.artsci.uc.edu/collegemain/undergrad/forms/declare_major.aspx. If you later decide to change your major, your minor or your track within the major, you always can update that information online.) Please contact your adviser via email to set up appointments.

**GENERAL JOURNALISM TRACK & JOURNALISM CERTIFICATE**

Elissa Yancey  
Office: McMicken 22-C  
Email: elissa.sonnenberg@uc.edu

Bob Jonason  
Office: McMicken 13-D  
Email: robert.jonason@uc.edu

**JOURNALISM-NEWS TRACK**

Len Penix  
Office: French Hall 6411  
Email: Leonard.penix@uc.edu

Pama Mitchell  
Office: McMicken 144  
Email: pama.mitchell@uc.edu

**JOURNALISM-MAGAZINE TRACK**

Jenny Wohlfarth  
Office: McMicken 13-B  
Email: jenny.wohlfarth@uc.edu

Jim Wilson  
Office: McMicken 13-A  
Email: james.c.wilson@uc.edu

**JOURNALISM-PHOTOJOURNALISM TRACK**

Sean Hughes  
Office: McMicken 13-C  
Email: sean.hughes@uc.edu

Jon Hughes  
Office: McMicken 13-C  
Email: jon.hughes@uc.edu

**INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR**

Bob Jonason  
Office: McMicken 13-D  
Email: robert.jonason@uc.edu